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Katie Conner⊂ )丁riangle Elementary

"Don't Be A Blockhead ! Learn To Build STEM Style"
Thank you for your considerationl As an early childhood educator, I KNOW the benefits of learning through

play for young children. Sadly, I can only influence 20 students per year. This proposal is to create a

FANTASTIC 3-D Building Unit that will travel between Pre-K and Kindergarten classes, so you can grant the
most bang for your buckl I would like to order building resources that include manipulatives

that challenge students to create 3-D items with age appropriate materials.
(So many children today experience lots of media but very limited hands-on engagement.)

The requested resources will excite and engage young minds and actually improve brain developmentl

They are all STEM and district aligned to foster reading, writing, thinking, and talking collaborativelyl

ITEM# DESCRIPT10N COST
LAKESHORE 2019

Cata:og

DG547 Magna-Ti -s Class Set S129.99
EE329 Magnetic Pattern Block Builders 549.99
丁T223 I CAN BUILD l丁 I Archltecture Set S39.99
FF579 BLOCKS&BLUEPRINTS LEARNING CENttER S49.99
FF559 Extra Wooden Blocks S29.99
LC644 WRITE&Vノ lPE BLUEPRINtt MAttS S19.99

ama20noCOm

BLOCKS Rock!game 559.99
Equilibrio game Szt.az

Tangramino game S34.95
"Rosie Revere, Engineer" book S8.99

"Rosie Rever and the Racous Riveters: The Questioneers Book #1" book Srr.Ez
"Rosie Rever's Big Project Book for Bold Engineers" book S13.45

"lggy Peck Architect" book S14.19
"lggy Peck's Big Project Book for Amazing Architects" book S10.49

"The Most Magnificent Thing" book Sll.86
"How a House ls Built" book S7.99
″
Look attthat Bu‖ d:ngl″ book S14.22

TOTAL S535.26
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The benefits of toy blocks:
play

02008‐2018 GWEN DEWAR,PH.D.,ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Toy blocks, also called "building blocks," are solid shapes used for construction play.

Some are simple planks made of wood. Others are fancy, like the interlocking bricks of
plastic made by Lego and MegaBlox,
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a capacity for creative, divergent thinking,
social competence, and
engineering skills.
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How does it all happen? It's easy to see frofiktact<ing and arranging toy blocks could
stimulate a toddler's motor development. But for other skills, it's likely that kids need to do
more than simply move blocks around.

4J cognitive flexibility,
;] language skills,
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Research suggests that kids benefit when construction play incorporates additional
elements, including:

. building from templates,

. engaging in cooperative projects, and

. talking with others about spatial relationships.

Here is a review of the evidence, and some tips for enriching block play.

oy blocks promote better spatial reasoning

We know there are links between spatial skills and construction play.
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For example, r rved the construction activities
discovered a pattern:

et al

The same pattern has been reported by others (Oostermeijer et al 2014; Richardson et al
2074; Jirout and Newcombe 2015). But of course we can't assume that block-
play causeschildren to develop superior spatial skills. Maybe causation works the other way.
Kids with advanced spatial skills may be more motivated to play with toy blocksl

That probably explains some of the pattern. Yet thers is also_gmg reason to think that
constructionplayhasdevelopmentaleffects.,-

ig rtners to ranr of guidect co
subseque out lization,
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And a more recent experimental study tested the effects of structured block play -- the
sort of play we engage in when we reproduce a structure from a model or blueprint.

After a group of B-year-olds participated in just five, 30-minute sessions of structured block
play, they showed improvements in mental rotation.

In addition, brain scans revealed changes in the way their brains processed spatial
information. Kids in a control group did not exhibit these changes (Newman et al 2016).
Read more about it here.

《こ〕海
)tructured b:ock play『nay enhance cognitive flexibi!ity



"Cognitive flexibil the ability to quicklv shift yo
ortant for success in school. But some kidsother. It's clea
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blocks h Sara Schmitt and
heTc-dlleagutes randomly assigned some kids to engage in daily sessions of structured block
play. In early sessions, the tasks were relatively simple (e.g., "build a tower"). But as kids
became more familiar with the materials, they were given more demanding tasks (e.g.,
"copy the structure you see in this picture").

The researchers didn't observe any dramatic changes over time. But by the end of study,
tstruEturedblockplayshowedimprovementsincoqnitive

ally true for children f
瞳 tuS(SChrnitt et a1 2018)。

00yb10CkSarelinkedwithianguagedevelopment

Might kids also get a language boost from construction play? That seems possible.

For instance, idence that very YOung children d
skilis when in regular

In a study sponsored by Mega Bloks, researchers gave blocks to middle- and low-income
toddlers (Christakis et al 2OO7). The kids ranged in age from 1.5 to 2.5 years, and were
randomly assigned to receive one of two treatments:

1. Kids in the treatment group got two sets of toy Mega Bloks--8O plastic interlocking
blocks and a set of specialty blocks, including cars and people--at the beginning of the
study. The parents of these toddlers were given instructions for encouraging block
play.

2. Kids in the control group did not get blocks until the end of the study. The parents of
these kids received no instructions about block play.

Parents in both groups were asked to keep time diaries of their children's activities. Parents
weren't told the real purpose of the study--only that their kids were part of a study of child
time use.

After six months, each parent completed a follow-up interview that included an assessment
of the child's verbal ability (the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventories).

The results?

Kids in the group assigned to play with blocks

was

better



SCOred higher on parent‐ repOrted teStS Of VOCabulary′ grarnrnar′ and Ver論
comprehension, and
showed a non-significant trend towards watching less TV

It's not clear why block play had this effect. One possibility is that the children didn't really
differ after all -- it was merely that parents in the treatment group perceived greater
language competence in their children. Encouraging block play might have motivated them
to pay more attention to their toddlers' development.

But it's plausible that parents in the treatment group spent more time talking with their
children, which could explain the language gains. Children learn to talk by engaging in lots
of one-on-one conversations with other people,

There is also evidence that kids develop an enriched understanding of spatiat
vocabulary when we talk with them about spatial relationships.

In one recent experiment, researchers instructed mothers to use relevant spatial language
as they played with their S-year-old children, and the effort made a difference: Kids exposed
to this spatial talk were more likely to use spatial language themselves (Boriello and Liben
2018).

③
TOyb10CkSrnaystirFlulatecreative,divergent proble171‐ sOIVing

Because kids can put ether blocks in a variety of ways,
nk creatively and better

sgt! e lJyglg s !!!ro b I e m s.------.--F'
In one experiment, researchers presented preschoolers with two types of play materials
(Pepler and Ross 1981).

. some kids got materials for convergent play (puzzle pieces).

. Other kids were given materials for divergent play (chunky, block-like foam shapes).. Kids were given time to play and then were tested on their ability to solve problems.

The results? The kids wLro played with blocks p:erfo better on div_ ems.They
also showed ttre cleativity in tttr attttpts to sOlve problem二 (PeF and Ross 1981).
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For example, in studies of children with autism, kids who attended play grou, f;tlm3,lrftn ElWn
toy blocks made greater social improvements than did kids who were coached in the social
use of language (Owens et al 2008; Legoff and Sherman 2006).

And research on normally-developing kids suggests that kids who work on cooperative
projects form higher-quality friendships (Roseth et al 2009).

@atd" who are skilled with toy blocks tend to become better mathematicians

too. In one study, the complexity of a child's
LEGoplayattheageof4yearshadlong-teTmpredictivepoWer:@uriictive power:

rs was correlated wi ievelnent in high school,

his or her current mathematical skills (Verdine et al 2013; Oostermejier et al 2014;
Richardson et al 2AL4).

And a study in the Netherlands found that 6th grade students who spent more free time in
construction play performed better on a test of mathematics word problems (Oostermejier
et al 2014).

Does this mean playing with toy blocks causes long-term enhancements in mathematical
ability?

Not necessarily. But in the previously-mentioned experimental study of preschoolers led by
Sara Schmitt, the researchers found evidence that structured block play improved
mathematical ability as well as cognitive flexibility. This, at any rate, was the case for
children from homes of lower socioeconomic status (Schmitt et al 2018).

Given the well-known link between spatial ability and mathematics achievement, it's
plausible that structured block play could enhance math skills indirectly, via improvements
in spatial reasoning。

00nstruttmplayhelpskidsdevel… Jneeri鴫 瑚に
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even after IQ (Wolfgang et al 2001; ゝて1.
Other research has revealed links between a ch‖ dts ab‖ ity to recreate ξpきピi卜ぜ毛itructures and
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A planks at the Long Island Children's Museum
LIWriter)
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It's could teach valua architecture and
: e same laws of

physics that constrain the des of bridqes and cathedrals.

Thatis wh ineers and build physical models: it helps them test and explore
their ideas.

Studies also suggest that students learn best about physical forces when they experience
them first-hand (Hayes and Kraemer 2Ot7). So if we want kids to develop an intuitive grasp
of mechanical forces -- like the forces of tension and compression -- construction play offers
excellent learning opportu nities.

In one recent student, researchers taught 6th graders the principles of engineering through
a hands-on program in the design and construction of earthquake-proof buildings (English et
al 2077).

So it that toy blocks are an excellent educational investment. GOs appeal to many,
but my perso ′and KAPLA 200
Blocks Natural Unfinished Wood Pine Planks with Storage Bin and Guide Book.

These systems of identical planks have been featured as popular, hands-on exhibits in many
science and children's museums. But beware -- building with them requires some dexterity,
patience, and good humor. They topple easily, and may not be appropriate for young
children who are still developing these skills.

Six tips:Getting the rnost fronl your toy blocks

〓♂
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Research hints that a particular form of block play, called struelued_blpek_play-may be
especially valuable. This is when kids are shown the ' and given a set
ofblockstorecrea!e-j!Inrecentexperiments,B1!EEi6iZiZhild

mental rotation abilities attr just nye′ 3Q― miruteュ . Post-
trainintt they also show            v忙 1戸百乃geζ面うg that砧ば:eR had cTanged the
way they processed spatial information (Newman et al 2016).

You can create your own sessions of structured block play at home with wooden blocks,
interlocking plastic blocks (like Lego or Mega Bloks, Keva planks,Lincoln Logs, and Tinker
Toys.

For the budding engineer, I also like the FoxMind Equilibrio Game, a set of 1B plastic blocks
that come with 60 illustrations of structures to be erected. As the name suggests, part of
the challenge is getting the structures to remain in balance, so concentration and fine motor
skills are required.

And whatever your chosen medium, don't forget to keep up the conversation. "Match-the-
design" construction games may be helpful, in part, because they stimulate spatial talk
(Ferrara et al 2011).


